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Russia Robot Returns from ISS
• The humanoid robot was
sole occupant of a Soyuz
capsule on a 16 day flight
– part of a test of an uprated
Soyuz launcher rocket

• The robot is 5'11”,
nicknamed “Fedor”,
identified as an F-850
– Arnie's Terminator was an N-850!

• Whilst on the ISS it operated tools such as screwdrivers and
connected cables in zero G
• In one experiment it duplicated the movements of a Russian
cosmonaut who was wearing a virtual reality headset
• Later versions might eventually participate in EVA

Russian Cosmonaut Tradition To End?
• On his way to the launchpad Yuri Gagarin asked the driver
to stop because he needed to answer a call of nature
– he used the rear wheel of the bus for this purpose

• Every Russian Cosmonaut ever since has repeated this
practice
– Female Cosmonauts took a pre-prepared jar and poured it over
the wheel.

• A new space suit has been designed and there was
consternation when it was realised there was no zip!
– Design company quite reasonably pointed out there was nothing in
the specification that cited the need for a pee other than the
internal plumbing built into suit structure.

Space X's Prototype Starship Flies Again
• Sub-scale prototype
Starship “StarHopper”
makes second launch
– just a single Raptor rocket,
• fuelled by cryogenic methane
& liquid oxygen

– full version (Super Heavy)
will have 35!

• Rose vertically, hovered,
flew sideways, descended
vertically onto 2nd pad.
• Elon Musk states its next
flight will reach 12 miles

Space X's Next Starship Prototype

• Elon Musk has tweeted a picture of the orbital
prototype for Starship, being constructed in Texas.
• He titled it “Tatooine Junkyard” !

India's Chandrayaan Landing Failure
• Chandrayaan 2 in Lunar Orbit, will continue for one year
– using radar and spectral imaging to hunt for ice.

• The Vikram lander separated on 2nd September
– tested its landing engines over following days
– target landing point was near Lunar South Pole on 6th Sept
– after touchdown the Pragyan rover was to deploy onto surface
• main mission is to study soil, exploring for ice

• Vikram was doing well and all seemed fine until it was just
1.5 miles above the surface, then all contact was suddenly
lost and never recovered.
• Subsequently the orbiting Chandrayaan detected the infrared signature of Vikram on the surface
– but whether crashed or landed safely (minus comms) is unknown

• Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter to image landing site

Iran Satellite Launch Failure

• Explosion aftermath captured by US KH-11 satellite
– 2.4 metre mirror, same as Hubble

• Picture tweeted by Trump - an own goal?

Detail of Chicxulub Asteroid Impact
• It has been long believed that the dinosaurs' extinction
was caused by an asteroid impact 66M years ago
• Plate tectonics mean only part of the impact site remains
– The Chicxulub Crater off coast of the Yucatan Peninsular, Mexico

• In 2016 an expedition drilled 1,300 metres deep into the
crater centre to extract cores from rocks that will have
been drawn into the crater in the 24 hours after impact
– results published only Sept 9 2019

• Explosion (10B A-bombs) caused massive regional destruction
and a huge tsunami. The backwash from tsunami caused
massive infilling of crater, 130 metres of material in first day.
• Most significant finding was complete absence of sulphur in
sample cores' rocks. This had been vaporised and flung into
atmosphere (325 B metric tons) causing global clouds,
blocking the Sun, global cooling wiped out 76% of life on Earth

Detail of Chicxulub Asteroid Impact

• Carl Sagan famously said

–“If the dinosaurs had had a space
programme they would not be extinct”

Solar System Gets 2nd Interstellar Visitor
• Remember 'Omuamua in 2017?
– that one had an identity crisis
– was it a comet? was it an asteroid?

• This new interstellar visitor is firmly
thought to be a comet
– shows a typical comet fuzzy tail

• C/2019 Q4 (Borisov) discovered by
amateur astronomer in Crimea 30th Aug
• Currently 260 million miles out, speeding at 93,000 mph
• This is too fast to be captured by Sun's gravity
– hyperbolic rather than elliptical orbit, so will leave Solar System

• Closest approach will be 8th Dec, outside orbit of Mars
– might possibly be bright enough to be seen through large amateur
telescopes until April 2020

•

Exoplanet found with water in atmosphere
• Hubble detected the molecular
signature of water vapour
• K2-18b is a super-Earth orbiting
a red dwarf 110 LY away
• It's in star's habitable zone
• Using data collected by Hubble in 2016/17 researchers
analysed the spectra of the planet's atmosphere as it
transited across the face of the star. Advanced processing
techniques revealed not only the water vapour but also
hydrogen and helium.
• They also suspect nitrogen and methane but that's beyond
capabilities of current instruments, but future missions like
NASA's James Webb Telescope and ESA's ARIEL will no
doubt investigate this exciting world.

Exoplanet found with water in atmosphere

• A researcher said “It's like having a searchlight in
New York, observing it from London; a mosquito
flies in front and you're trying to determine the
colour of its wings!”

News In Brief
• Japanese ISS resupply vessel flight delayed
– Japan's 8th HTV cargo vessel was due to be launched on 10 Sept
carrying 3,777 kg equipment / experiments / supplies
– fire broke out on launch pad near base of H-2B rocket

• Next ISS crew launch on Sept 25
– 1 Russian, 1 American, 1 from UAE
– UAE astronaut will return to Earth on Oct 3 with 2 from existing crew

• Japan's Hyabusa 2 prepares for deployment of final
lander Minerva-II next month
– Craft has released two highly reflective target markers during a
rehearsal approach to the asteroid Ryugu

• Space X plans up to 4 more launches of Starlink
batches this year
– 60 satellites / launch, next in October
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Messier Objects in Cassiopeia

M52
Distance 5000 light years
Visual Brightness Magnitude 7.3
Apparent Dimension 13.0 arc
minutes
Discovered 1774 by Charles
Messier

M103
Distance 8500 light years
Visual Brightness Magnitude 7.4
Apparent Dimension 6.0 arc
minutes
Discovered 1781 by Pierre
Méchain

Using Cassiopeia
Finding North
About the
same distance

Cassiopeia is circumpolar,
so will always be above
the horizon
If Ursa Major & Minor are
obscured by clouds then
you can make a rough
judgement using
Cassiopeia

Using Cassiopeia

o

You can find your way to
the Andromeda Galaxy
(M31) using Cassiopeia
– And also to the Double
Cluster in Perseus

What's Up!
For October 2019

Day of Space & Astronomy Events
– World Space Week: October 4-10
– Local event organised by University of Surrey &
Institute of Physics (South Central Branch)

• “High Street Take-Over”
–Guildford: Saturday 5th October
– Solar Observing - 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
– Stargazing - 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
» Both at the bridge next to George Abbot Pub

Day of Space & Astronomy Events
• Free Space-tastic activities for the whole family!
– Tunsgate: Art Exhibition, Orchestral Performance,
Satellite Exhibit
– High Street: Physics Busking,
– Jeffries Passage: Unplug & Play board game cafe,
– Guildford Library: Space-themed storytelling
– Yvonne Arnaud Cafe: Coffee shop comets
– Holy Trinity Church: Coffee shop comets
– GLive Playroom: Sensory morning
– Alley Bar: Star Wars themed night
– Odeon Cinema: Evening public lecture
– High St. Bridge: Solar Observing & Stargazing

Exhibition: The Moon

• National Maritime Museum, Greenwich
– until 5th January 2020
– £9.00

Astronomy Photographer of The Year

• National Maritime Museum, Greenwich
– until 26th April 2020
– £9.00

The October
Night Sky
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What’s Up - Planets
• Mercury
– An evening object but very poorly placed. Best chance
is at the end of the month in South West, setting very
soon after sunset.

• Venus
– Much the same as Mercury, but just a little higher and
setting slightly later (SW again).

• Mars
– Becoming visible again this month as a morning object.
Best opportunity is towards end of month in South East,
rising 2 hours before the Sun.

What’s Up - Planets
• Jupiter
– Deteriorating as the month draws on, best seen in the
early evening low in the South to South West. The planet
is still bright at mag -1.9 and is easily found.

• Saturn
– A good evening object, at mag +0.9, in the South - SSW
above the main stars of Sagittarius, still a good object.

• Uranus
– Now an evening object, South at midnight on the 1st.
Binoculars can find it at mag +5.7

• Neptune
– A morning object in Aquarius in the South - South West,
but telescopic at mag +7.8

Phenomena in October
27

• 3rd Crescent Moon just 1.5o above Jupiter
• 4th 1st quarter Moon just 1o from Saturn
• 8th Maxima (early hours of 9th) of Draconid
shower, theoretical max of 20 per hour.
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• 10th Maxima of Southern Taurids meteor shower,
theoretical max of only 5 per hour.

• 21st Maxima of Orionid meteor shower, theoretical max of
20 per hour. Waning gibbous Moon will interfere.

• 29th Just after Sunset 3% lit crescent Moon will be 2.8o
above Saturn

• 31st Crescent Moon very close again to Jupiter early

evening. During daytime at 14.10 hrs Jupiter will be just 9
arc minutes from edge of Moon - but telescope needed.

Meetings at Local Societies
• Guildford AS

Lecture Theatre L, Uni of Surrey

– Thursday 3rd October, 7.30 p.m.
» Origins: How The Earth Made Us
» Prof. Lewis Dartnell
» Department of Life Sciences
University of Westminster

Meetings at Local Societies
• Farnham AS Aldershot Cricket Club
– Tuesday 8th October, 7.45 p.m.
• “Sputnik In Context”
» John Axtell
» Guildford Astronomical Society
» Presenter - Stars Over Surrey

Meetings at Local Societies
• Croydon AS

Royal Russell School, Coombe Lane, Croydon

– Friday 4th October, 19.45 hrs
• The Great American Eclipse.
– Paul Coleman
– Friday 25th October, 19.45 hrs
• Variable Stars - How and why they vary
– Gary Poyner

Meetings at Local Societies
• Ewell AS Nonsuch High School for Girls, Cheam
– Friday 11th October, 19.45 hrs
• Eclipses
– Mike Maunder
» RAS, BAA, SPA

Meetings at Local Societies
• Walton Astronomy Group
– Friday 25th or Saturday 26th October, 8pm till late
• Dark Sky Trip (Stargazing session)
– Venue & night to be decided nearer to date
» check website for details
» http://www.waltonastrogroup.co.uk

Astronomy on TV
The Sky at Night
“Question Time”
Chris and Maggie join a panel of experts for a Q&A
session on the topic of space and astronomy. The event
was filmed in front of a live studio audience at the Uni of
Warwick on 13 Sept as part of British Science Festival.
Hear the S@N presenters answer some of the biggest
questions on the mysteries of the Universe.
Sunday 13th October
Thursday 17th October

BBC 4, 10.00 pm
BBC 4, 7.30 pm

for exact times please check www.radiotimes.com
or www.bbc.co.uk/skyatnight

